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ABSTRACT

Our goal was to assess the enrichment utility of hippocampal volume (HV) as an enrichment 

biomarker in amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI) clinical trials, and, hence, develop a HV 

neuroimaging-informed clinical trial enrichment tool. Modeling of integrated longitudinal patient-level 

data came from open-access natural history studies in patients diagnosed with aMCI – the 

Alzheimer’s disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)-1 and ADNI-2 – and indicated that a decrease of 

1cm3 with respect to the analysis dataset median baseline intracranial volume-adjusted HV (ICV-HV; 

~5cm3) is associated with more than 50% increase in disease progression rate as measured by the 

Clinical Dementia Rating Scale - Sum-of-Boxes (CDR-SB). Clinical trial simulations showed that the 

inclusion of aMCI subjects with baseline ICV-HV below the 84th or 50th percentile allowed an 

approximate reduction in trial size of at least 26% and 55%, respectively. This clinical trial enrichment 

tool can help design more efficient and informative clinical trials.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There is emerging consensus that effective treatments to slow or delay the progress of Alzheimer 

disease (AD) have a higher probability of success when the predementia stages of the disease 

continuum are targeted: (a) asymptomatic predementia, also described as preclinical phase, and (b) 

symptomatic predementia, also described as amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI) (1). 

However, there is a heterogeneous rate of disease worsening in this population, which can be 

partially attributed to the diminished accuracy of diagnosis of AD using traditional clinical 

measurements. In fact, it is not uncommon for aMCI clinical trials to enroll patients who, later, do not 

undergo disease worsening over the course of the trial, leading to an increase of trial size.

Neuroimaging of hippocampal volume (HV) using structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has 

been proposed as a noninvasive approach to identifying subjects with aMCI that are more likely to 

progress to dementia (1,2). While our focus is on enrichment instead of diagnostic biomarker, HV 

makes for an attractive enrichment biomarker for clinical trials targeting an aMCI population as it has 

the potential to identify aMCI patients who are more likely to undergo disease worsening during a 

clinical trial. To our knowledge, there has been no formal, quantitative study evaluating the utility of 

HV as an enrichment biomarker in a large population of subjects with early- and late-stage aMCI.

Our goal was to assess the utility of HV as an enrichment biomarker in aMCI clinical trials, and, 

hence, develop a HV neuroimaging-informed clinical trial enrichment tool. Enrichment utility is 

defined as the ability of the biomarker to increase clinical trial efficiency, with efficiency being a 

measurable feature such as sample size. We first built a disease progression model as a backbone – 

i.e., an algorithm that integrates information from the natural progression of the disease and 

individual patient characteristics that may be associated with differences in progression rate. As a 

second step, this model was used to develop a user-friendly web-based application which allows the 

simulation of different clinical trial designs and estimates statistical power. We used an approach 

similar to the one used before in the context of early-stage Parkinson disease demonstrating the 

utility of dopamine transporter (DAT) neuroimaging as enrichment biomarker for clinical trials (3–5). 

The analysis served as the basis for the European Medicines Agency (EMA) qualification of the DAT 

as an enrichment biomarker in that patient population (6). It constitutes a “model-informed biomarker 

qualification”, to our knowledge, presented for the first time in the literature (3).A
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In this work, individual patient characteristics evaluated as predictors of disease progression included 

not only HV neuroimaging, but also genetics, demographics, and cognitive measures. The last three 

of these have been previously shown to be associated with AD progression (7). Accounting for these 

predictors in a multivariable manner allows us to draw conclusions on the magnitude in which each 

patient characteristic can predict disease progression. This clinical trial enrichment tool is expected 

to assist in designing more efficient and informative clinical trials by enabling researchers to select 

patients who are more likely to experience disease progression during the course of a clinical trial. 

Open-access clinical data was used to conduct this work. For the purpose of the modeling work 

presented here longitudinal patient-level data were derived from two natural history studies in 

patients diagnosed with aMCI: the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)-1 and ADNI-2 

(8). Disease progression was as measured by the Clinical Dementia Rating Scale - Sum of Boxes 

(CDR-SB). This work was carried out by the Critical Path for Alzheimer’s Disease (CPAD) 

consortium. CPAD is a public-private partnership aimed at creating new tools and methods that can 

be applied to increase the efficiency of the drug development process leading to disease-modifying 

treatments for neurodegenerative diseases with shared characteristics as AD.

2 METHODS

2.1 Overview of the Analysis Dataset

2.1.1 Study Subjects

Longitudinal subject-level data were integrated from two studies in subjects diagnosed with aMCI: 

the ADNI-1 and ADNI-2 observational studies (8). These subjects presented clinical symptoms that 

aligned with the Stage 3 of the AD continuum, as defined by the recent FDA guidance on early AD 

(9). Subjects in ADNI-1 were 55 to 90 years of age with a Global CDR score of 0.5, MMSE scores of 

24 to 30, a memory complaint, objective memory loss measured by education adjusted scores on 

Wechsler Memory Scale Logical Memory II (WMS-LMII), absence of significant levels of impairment 

in other cognitive domains, essentially preserved activities of daily living, and an absence of 

dementia. Inclusion criteria in ADNI-2 were analogous to ADNI-1 with subjects being categorized as 
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Early MCI and Late MCI based on the education adjusted WMS-LMII scores (Supplementary 

Information, Section S1.1.1).

Data standardization used the existing data standards published by the Clinical Data Interchange 

Standards Consortium (CDISC) (www.cdisc.org), appropriateness of pooling data from both studies 

was confirmed, and criteria for data exclusion were as described in the Supplementary Information, 

Sections S1.1.2 through S1.1.4.

2.1.2 Dependent Variable, Time Metric and Covariates

The dependent variable was the CDR-SB score (10). The CDR-SB score ranges from 0 to 18 and is 

obtained by summing ratings in each of six cognitive/functional domains or boxes including memory, 

orientation, judgment/problem solving, community affairs, home and hobbies, and personal care. 

Higher scores reflect higher global impairment.

The time metric was time in the study from screening to the 48-month visit. Because the in-house 

ADNI-2 data was mostly for up to 48 months, the analysis data set was cut-off at the 48-month visit 

(inclusive) for ADNI-1 and ADNI-2. Screening visits were included because CDR-SB was not 

assessed at time zero (i.e., baseline), and CDR-SB scores at screening were used as a surrogate for 

baseline when different subjects’ baseline characteristics were compared.

Data permitting, the following subjects’ characteristics were tested as predictors (i.e., covariates) of 

CDR-SB scores: sex, age at baseline, mini-mental state examination (MMSE) score at baseline, 

number of APOE-ε4 alleles, amyloid beta neuroimaging at baseline (present versus absent), ICV-HV 

at baseline.

2.1.3 Neuroimaging

ICV-HV was calculated as the mean of the left and right HV, adjusted for ICV. HV measurements 

were derived from MRI at the 1.5 T field strength in ADNI-1 and 3T in ADNI-2 using two different 

image analysis algorithms (LEAP™ and FreeSurfer™). ICV is estimated using an automated scaling 

factor calculate by atlas-based head size normalization (11).
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2.1.4 Missing Dependent Variable, Covariates and Dropout

Imputation of missing CDR-SB scores (dependent variable) was not performed. Subjects with 

missing scores were included in the development of the disease progression model as well as 

allowed to be sampled in the clinical trial simulations (Section 4.4), unless only screening 

assessments or no assessments at all were available. Herein, dropout denoted a situation in which 

subject outcome data was missing after a certain point until the 48-month visit, because the study 

participant abandoned the study for any reason, which included death. Dropout rates were not 

negligible for both studies, and a dropout model was developed. Details on the dropout analysis and 

assumptions of missing mechanism are presented in the Supplementary Information, Section S1.1.5.

Regarding the covariates included in the model, missing values were evidenced for ICV-HV. While 

imputation has not been performed, such subjects with missing ICV-HV values were still included in 

the development of the disease progression model and handled as explained in Section 2.4.

2.2 Assessment of the Correlation and Agreement between ICV-HV Image Analysis 
Algorithms

The two image analysis algorithms (LEAP™ and FreeSurfer™) used to obtain ICV-HV were 

compared using correlation and agreement analyses. To this end, the analysis dataset included two 

baseline ICV-HV values for each subject, one from LEAP™ and another from FreeSurfer™.

In the correlation analysis, the degree to which the ICV-HV values from the different algorithms were 

related was assessed by Pearson's and Spearman’s correlation. The Pearson's correlation 

coefficient reflects the noise and direction of the linear relationship – not agreement – between the 

two algorithms. The Spearman's rank correlation coefficient assesses how well the relationship 

between the two algorithms can be described using a monotonic function.

The Bland-Altman method, the most popular method used in agreement research (12), was used to 

determine the agreement between the two algorithms (Supplementary Information, Section S1.2). 

Whether or not the algorithms showed agreement, the analysis steps presented in the following 

sections were to be executed for each algorithm to compare their enrichment utility and magnitude. 

An agreement in the Bland-Altman analysis was expected to translate to a comparable enrichment A
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utility/magnitude between the two algorithms. However, a lack of agreement was not expected to 

necessarily translate to a lack of interchangeability with respect to enrichment utility/magnitude.

2.3 Development of a Disease Progression Model

The model building process followed three main steps: (a) selection of the base model structure with 

incorporation of two levels of random effects (i.e., between-subject and residual variability); (b) 

building of covariate model using a “full model” approach; and (c) evaluation of model performance 

including simulation-based covariate-stratified model diagnostics. Modeling software and modeling 

selection criteria are described in the Supplementary Information, Section S1.3.1 and S1.3.5, 

respectively.

2.3.1 Base Model (Fixed Effects)

Knowledge from the published CDR-SB longitudinal models were considered at this stage of model 

development. For the selection of the base model structure, a linear model was tested followed by 

non-linear models of increasing complexity. The base model structure was chosen using AICmod 

followed by other criteria cited in the Supplementary Information, Section S1.3.5. Details on 

previously published models and candidate base model structures are presented in the 

Supplementary Information, Section S1.3.2.

2.3.2 Random Effects

Between-subject random variability was incorporated for baseline scores and intrinsic rate of 

progression. Log-normally distributed between-subject variability was estimated for the baseline 

scores to prevent the prediction of nonsensical scores at the subject level. Normally distributed 

between-subject variability for intrinsic rate was estimated to allow for improvement, worsening or no 

change in scores over time. Residual variability was assumed to be beta distributed given the 

established bounded nature of the CDR-SB score (7) (Supplementary Information, Section S1.3.3).
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2.3.3 Covariates

A covariate model approach with a focus on parameter estimation instead of stepwise hypothesis 

testing was implemented (well known as “full model approach”) (13). Covariates – as described in 

Section 4.1.2 (Dependent Variable, Time Metric and Covariates) – were pre-specified based on prior 

knowledge and/or clinical interest. Details on the covariate model building are described in the 

Supplementary Information, Section S1.3.4.

2.4 Assessment of the Utility of ICV-HV as an Enrichment Biomarker

To assess the utility of ICV-HV as an enrichment biomarker, clinical trial simulations using the Monte 

Carlo technique were performed to compare the statistical power by sample size in trials with or 

without ICV-HV enrichment. The simulations were performed with the two developed disease 

progression models; i.e., using ICV-HV calculated by each of the two image analysis algorithms, 

LEAP™ and FreeSurfer™. Simulated trials had different sizes and a placebo-controlled parallel 

group design. Non-enriched trials included subjects sampled from the whole distribution of ICV-HV in 

the analysis dataset. Conversely, enriched trials sampled subjects from truncated ICV-HV 

distributions based on illustrative cut-off values. Subjects were sampled with their respective 

covariate values to preserve the correlation between covariates.

For each non-enriched or enriched scenario, 1,000 clinical trials were simulated, including a 

hypothetical drug effect of 50% reduction in the disease progression rate, CDR-SB assessments of 

every three months and the herein developed dropout model. For a statistical power of 80% (type II 

error or β = 0.20) and 1,000 simulated trials, the Monte Carlo error was estimated to be 1.3% 

(Equation 1).

Monte Carlo Error =  
Power × (1 ― Power)

Number of simulated trials
(Equation 1)

The statistical power for detecting the hypothetical drug effect was calculated as the proportion of 

trials for which the effect of treatment on progression rate was beneficial with a two-tailed P-value 
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less than 0.05. Details on the calculation of the statistical power are presented in the Supplementary 

Information, Section S1.4.

Clinical trial simulations with enrichment based on MMSE and APOE genotype were also performed 

to compare the enrichment utility/magnitude between ICV-HV, MMSE and APOE genotype.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Data Summary

The analysis data set included a total of 702 aMCI subjects, with a total of 3708 CDR-SB 

assessments in the screening-to-48 months interval. Table 1 shows the subjects characteristics by 

study. There were 381 subjects from ADNI-1 and 321 subjects from ADNI-2. A total of 32 subjects – 

15 from ADNI-1 and 17 from ADNI-2 – were removed because they had only screening CDR-SB 

assessments; 4 ADNI-1 subjects were removed for having global CDR different from 0.5 (i.e., not 

meeting the criteria for aMCI). Two groups were specified by ADNI: the ‘early MCI’ (ADNI-2) and ‘late 

MCI’ (ADNI-1 and ADNI-2). The ‘early MCI’ and ‘late MCI’ groups represented about 24% (166 

subjects) and 76% (535 subjects) of the entire analysis data set respectively. There was no 

classification for one subject in ADNI-1. Additional details on the analysis dataset are presented in 

the Supplementary Information, Section S2.1.

The time course of CDR-SB scores stratified by intracranial volume-adjusted hippocampal volume 

(ICV-HV) values is presented in Figure 1. The mean (95% confidence interval, CI) CDR-SB time 

course separates between the two baseline ICV-HV illustrative cut-off values (i.e., low with ICV-

HVmedian and high with ICV-HV>median ICV-HV of the analysis dataset) ICV-HV groups. The 

group with low ICV-HV shows faster progression than that with high ICV-HV. For ADNI-2, the high 

ICV-HV group shows a minimal increase of the mean CDR-SB scores over time (i.e., approximately 

0.5 point).

Dropouts in ADNI-1 and ADNI-2 up to the 48-month visit represented 0.42 (95% CI = 0.37, 0.47) and 

0.23 (95% CI = 0.18, 0.28), respectively. A dropout model was built to support the assumption of 

missing data mechanism and to account for dropout during the clinical trial simulations. The log 

normal base model performed better, and study, baseline age, and baseline mini-mental state A
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examination (MMSE) were identified as predictors (Supplementary Information, Section S2.1.1). 

Lower baseline MMSE and higher baseline age were associated to increased dropout.

3.2 Correlation and Agreement between HV Imaging Analysis Algorithms

The Learning Embeddings for Atlas Propagation (LEAP™) and FreeSurfer™ are two common HV 

analysis algorithms. LEAP™ and FreeSurfer™ ICV-HV values were dissimilar, with the FreeSurfer™ 

ICV-HV distribution shifted to higher values, and having wider range (i.e., lower boundary subtracted 

from the upper boundary) (Supplementary Information, Section S2.2.1). This suggests that a 1-cm3 

ICV-HV increment in the LEAP™ and in the FreeSurfer™ ‘scale’ are not equivalent. Standardization 

of LEAP™ and FreeSurfer™ ICV-HV values was conducted to address the issue of dissimilar scales, 

and, hence, facilitate comparison (Supplementary Information, Section S2.2.1).

LEAP™ and FreeSurfer™ ICV-HV values, raw and standardized, were highly correlated (Pearson’s 

and Spearman's correlation coefficients  0.75) (Supplementary Information, Figure S10). In the 

Bland-Altman plots for standardized LEAP™ and FreeSurfer™ ICV-HV values in ADNI-1 plus ADNI-

2 (Supplementary Information, Figure S11), the mean (i.e., estimated bias) and standard deviation 

(SD) of the differences between standardized ICV-HV values for the two algorithms were 1.0 and 16, 

respectively. The 95% limits of agreement were -31 to 33, meaning that 95% of the differences are 

expected to lie between these limits under an assumption of normal distribution. Considering that the 

standardized LEAP™ and FreeSurfer™ ICV-HV values correspond to percentiles of the ADNI-1 

control normal subjects ICV-HV distribution, the aforementioned 95% limits of agreement are 

meaningfully wide. This suggests limited agreement between the standardized LEAP™ and 

FreeSurfer™ ICV-HV values. Two disease progression models were developed using ICV-HV values 

from each analysis algorithm.

3.3 Base Disease Progression Model

The Richards model, a generalized logistic model, was the most appropriate to describe the time 

course of CDR-SB scores (Equation 2). It allowed for an asymmetric, inverted, concave relationship 

between disease progression rate and severity. The inflection point was estimated to occur at an 
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CDR-SB score of approximately 11.6 (Equation 3, Figure 2). Details on selection of the base model 

structure are presented in the Supplementary Information, Section S2.3.

dScorei

dt = ri ×  Scorei × [1 ―  ( Scorei

max (Scorei))
β] (Equation 2)

Inflection Point =  ( 1
1 + β)

1/β

×  18 (Equation 3)

Where:

  denotes time𝑡
 denotes the intrinsic rate of disease progression for subject ri i

  denotes the CDR-SB score for subject Scorei i

  denotes the shape factor of the Richards’ model, which was estimated as 3.3 in the β
frequentist LEAP™ covariate model (Section 2.4; Final Disease Progression Model)

  or  denotes the upper boundary of the CDR-SB scale (i.e., the maximum max (Scorei) 18

possible observable score)

3.4 Final Disease Progression Model

The Richards model was used as the base model structure for the covariate model building. Final 

parameter estimates of the base model, covariate model using ICV-HV measured by LEAP™, and 

covariate model using ICV-HV measured by FreeSurfer™ are presented in Table 2. Parameter 

values for both covariate models were also estimated under a No-U-Turn Sampler (NUTS) Bayesian 

statistical framework. For the Bayesian approach, the respective final parameter estimates from the 

frequentist approach were used as uninformative priors. Noteworthy:

 Predictors of disease progression rate were sex, Apolipoprotein E (APOE) genotype, baseline 

ICV-HV, baseline MMSE and baseline age.

 The MMSE score at baseline was used as a measure of disease severity at baseline. The 

reason being that MMSE is the most commonly used scale to assess cognition at screening A
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for trial subjects. In addition, the correlation between CDR-SB and baseline MMSE scores 

was lower than 30% (Supplementary Information, Figure S4).

 Approximately 20% of the subjects had missing ICV-HV values at baseline and were used for 

development of the disease progression model. Imputation of ICV-HV values was not 

performed, and the average covariate coefficient of the group of subjects with missing values 

was estimated.

 Incorporation of amyloid beta imaging status as a predictor of progression rate was attempted 

and led to an unsuccessful convergence of the minimization routine. Note that virtually none 

the ADNI-1 subjects underwent amyloid beta imaging; from the 321 subjects in ADNI-2, 

approximately 189 were amyloid beta positive. There was a total of 152 subjects who were 

amyloid beta positive and had ICV-HV information. In addition, there was some degree of 

association between amyloid imaging status, presence of APOE-ɛ4 allele, and ICV-HV 

values.

 The relationship between progression rate and ICV-HV values was better described by a 

linear than a power relationship. Extrapolation to ICV-HV values outside the ICV-HV ranges 

in this dataset is not supported by this model.

Parameter estimates were comparable among the four covariate models explored, except for the age 

and ICV-HV effect on progression rate, and shape factor of the Richards’ model. Plausible 

explanations for the different estimates are:

 The effect of age on rate is uncertain as reflected by the wide confidence intervals. 

Consequently, the different models settled in different point estimates. Given the known effect 

of age on the progression rate, this covariate was kept in the model. Moreover, sensitivity 

analyses of the frequentist LEAP™ and FreeSurfer™ covariate models were conducted by 

removing age as a predictor of rate, and similar estimates for the remaining parameters were 

obtained.

 The dissimilar estimates for the ICV-HV effect on rate between LEAP™ and FreeSurfer™ 

may be attributed to the lack of equivalence between a 1 cm3 increment in the LEAP™ and 

FreeSurfer™ scale (Section 2.2; Correlation and Agreement between LEAPTM and 

FreeSurferTM).A
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 The credible interval for the shape factor parameter was particularly wide under the Bayesian 

approach. The Bayesian approach is likely to yield a more reliable estimation for uncertainty 

than the one calculated under a normality assumption and using the asymptotic standard 

errors provided by Nonlinear Mixed Effects Modeling (NONMEM). This high uncertainty is 

likely associated to the somewhat limited number of subjects with scores above the inflection 

point.

Interpretation of parameter values and parameters-covariates relationships are presented in Table 3. 

Details on the model performance are presented in the Supplementary Information, Section S2.4. 

The NONMEM code and output for the four covariate models are presented in the Supplementary 

Information.

3.5 ICV-HV Enrichment Utility and Magnitude: Clinical Trial Simulations and Statistical 
Power

Estimated required sample sizes for simulated ICV-HV-enriched and non-enriched placebo-

controlled parallel group clinical trials – to detect a drug effect of 50% reduction in the progression 

rate with an 80% probability (type II error or β = 0.20) at an  of 0.05 – using the LEAPTM and 

FreeSurferTM covariate models are presented in Figure 3A and Figure 3B (left panels). Table 4 

summarizes the required sample sizes (95% CI) estimated by the two models along with relative 

sample size reduction (95% CI) of enriched trials compared to non-enriched trials. The percentage of 

sample size savings due to ICV-HV enrichment estimated by the LEAP™ covariate model subtracted 

from the FreeSurfer™ covariate model were 2.2 (95% CI = -1.6, 6.0) %, 5.4 (95% CI = 1.0, 9.7) % 

and 4.5 (95% CI = 3.0, 6.0) % in enriched clinical trials including only subjects with baseline ICV-HV 

lower than +2 standard deviations (SD), +1 SD, and the 50th percentile (median) of the ICV-HV 

distribution in the analysis dataset, respectively. The point estimates for the three scenarios above 

suggest that FreeSurferTM yields marginally greater sample size savings (2.2% to 5.4% higher) than 

LEAPTM. However, statistical significance was not obtained for the scenario with the lowest sample 

size saving. It is not expected that the reduction in required sample size yielded by ICV-HV 

enrichment is related to a reduction in the dropout rate. The identified predictors of dropout were 

older age and lower MMSE score, and there was a positive, although weak, correlation between A
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baseline MMSE and ICV-HV (0.29, Supplementary Figure S4) and a negative, although weak, 

correlation between baseline age and ICV-HV (-0.37, Supplementary Figure S4).

Clinical trial simulations were also performed for other model covariates to compare the enrichment 

utility/magnitude between ICV-HV and other covariates (Figure 3A and Figure 3B, right panels). To 

have a fair comparison, attention was given to having a similarly estimated screening failure rate 

among the different enrichment scenarios. In this case, the chosen screening failure rate due to 

enrichment was approximately 50% (Supplementary Information, Section S2.5). Based on the 

simulations using the LEAPTM covariate model, the APOE-ɛ4 and MMSE-based enrichments 

translated to a reduction in trial size of approximately 39% and 46%, respectively. Similar reductions 

were obtained using the FreeSurferTM covariate model: 41% and 51%, respectively.

2.5.1 Recommendations for a New ICV-HV Algorithm with respect to its Enrichment Utility

With technological advances, new ICV-HV algorithms will be introduced in the market. To determine 

whether the new algorithm provides greater or lower enrichment magnitude than 

LEAP™/FreeSurfer™ (‘current image analysis algorithm’), one must analyze the new algorithm 

scores and subject-level clinical outcome data together. If a drug development sponsor does not 

have the resources/bandwidth to do such an analysis, a lower bound of the enrichment magnitude 

can be estimated based on the correlation between the ICV-HV values from the new and current 

algorithm (note that there was a linear relationship between ICV-HV values and progression rate). 

For the lower bound to be estimated, one must assume the worst-case scenario; i.e., the new 

algorithm is simply a noisy version of a current algorithm, where the noise is independent of the 

clinical outcome or the current algorithm. An algorithm that is noisier than the current algorithm would 

naturally have a reduced enrichment magnitude, in that an ICV-HV based-subject trial selection 

would be compromised. Under this assumption, new algorithms – where the ICV-HV values would 

correlate with those from LEAP™ ICV-HV by a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.9, 0.7, and 0.5, 

for instance – would require sample size increases of approximately 7.5%, 23% and 49%, 

respectively (Figure 3C). A detailed description of this statistical analysis is presented in the 

Supplementary Information, Section S2.5.1.

3.6 Clinical Trial Enrichment ToolA
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The disease progression model was used to develop a web-based simulator with a user-friendly 

interface to aid with clinical trial design. This tool simulates clinical trials based on user-defined 

subject characteristics at study entry and is available at https://cpath.shinyapps.io/predemctegui/.

4 DISCUSSION

This work supports the utility of ICV-HV as an enrichment biomarker in aMCI clinical trials. ICV-HV 

has the potential to significantly reduce trial size, with the enrichment magnitude being similar for the 

two commonly used image analysis algorithms, FreeSurferTM and LEAPTM. In light of the above, an 

HV neuroimaging-informed clinical trial enrichment tool was developed. The results suggest that the 

tool provides added value to optimize clinical trial design in aMCI. The backbone of the tool consists 

of a non-linear mixed-effects model of CDR-SB over time, which was developed using open-access 

patient-level data from ADNI-1 and ADNI-2. The model accounted for baseline ICV-HV, APOE-ɛ4 

carrier status, baseline MMSE scores, baseline CDR-SB, baseline age and sex as relevant 

covariates. Such a clinical trial enrichment tool allows the user to perform simulations to estimate 

sample size and statistical power; enrichment strategies can be evaluated under different 

assumptions and trial design options. Together with the range of MMSE scores at baseline and the 

proportion of APOE-ɛ4 carriers, the most appropriate ICV-HV threshold can be selected to increase 

the likelihood of demonstrating drug effects in aMCI clinical trials. 

Historical approaches for sample size estimation, based on literature metadata of the estimated 

standard deviation for the clinical endpoint and the expected effect size, do not typically account for: 

(a) individual differences in demographic, clinical and genetic characteristics of the enrolled trial 

population; (b) disease worsening profile over time and (c) the different levels of variability (e.g., 

between-subject, and residual variability). The HV neuroimaging-informed clinical trial enrichment 

tool accounts for the contribution of the aforementioned aspects and, conveniently, is presented as 

an open-access web-based simulator with a user-friendly graphical interface for a broader use. Its 

use is recommended for all clinical efficacy evaluation stages of drug development for aMCI, 

including early efficacy, proof-of-concept, dose-ranging, and registration studies.

Noteworthy is that: (a) the lack of clinical trial data precluded the development of a placebo effect 

model. It is understood that an unaccounted placebo effect, as well as other clinical trial components, A
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could have an impact on the estimated trial size. An expansion of the model with clinical trial data will 

allow the description of clinical trial components such as placebo response and dropout profile; (b) 

the limited number of patients who underwent amyloid beta imaging did not allow us to reach a 

conclusion on the role of amyloid beta imaging-based enrichment in comparison to ICV-HV and the 

other relevant predictors of disease progression. Our current recommendation is that ICV-HV not 

necessarily replace other currently used biomarkers but be considered as an alternative to or in 

combination with currently used biomarkers for aMCI trial enrichment. The determination on whether 

enrichment should be applied, and, if so, which biomarker(s) to use, must be made by the drug 

sponsor, who should weight potential advantages and disadvantages of the biomarkers in the 

context of the drug development program; for instance, i) hippocampal atrophy may occur at a later 

stage of the disease continuum than amyloid positivity, and ii) enrichment strategies in later stages of 

drug development would limit the understanding of drug effects in the broader aMCI population, and 

biomarker-based stratification may be considered as an alternative. There was a statistically 

significant negative correlation between the individual model estimated progression rate and the 

individual ICV-HV in subjects who were amyloid beta positive and had ICV-HV information 

(Supplementary Figure S18). The increase in progression rate with decrease of ICV-HV in amyloid 

beta positive subjects suggests that ICV-HV-based enrichment might have added value on the top of 

amyloid beta imaging-based enrichment. Clinical trial data in amnestic MCI patients is currently being 

pursued by the CPAD consortium; such data will allow for not only an external validation of the 

enrichment utility of hippocampal volume to be conducted, but also a better understanding of the 

potential value of ICV-HV-based enrichment in amyloid beta positive subjects.

This clinical trial simulation tool served as the basis for a Letter of Support issued by the European 

Medicines Agency (EMA) (14) to encourage: (a) the CPAD team to disseminate the tool; (b) the 

researchers that are actively designing clinical trials in aMCI to use the tool; and (c) the industry drug 

sponsors to share the patient-level data from completed phase 2 and 3 clinical trials in the target 

population. This will allow a continued improvement of the tool and, ultimately, trial design.
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STUDY HIGHLIGHTS 

1. What is the current knowledge on the topic?
Neuroimaging of hippocampal volume (HV) has been proposed as a noninvasive approach to 

identifying subjects with amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI) that a more likely to 

progress to dementia. However, no formal, quantitative study demonstrating the enrichment 

utility of HV in a large population of subjects with early- and late-stage aMCI has been 

conducted.

2. What question did this study address?
Can HV help identify subjects with aMCI that a more likely to undergo disease worsening – as 

measured by the clinical dementia rating scale sum of boxes – over the course of a clinical 

trial?

3. What does this study add to our knowledge?
The developed hippocampal neuroimaging-informed clinical trial enrichment tool is expected 

to help design more efficient (e.g., reduced sample size) and informative (e.g., sufficiently 

powered) clinical trials for aMCI.

4. How might this change clinical pharmacology or translational science?
Optimization of clinical trial design for aMCI can increase the likelihood of finding an 

efficacious drug to treat Alzheimer disease at its predementia stage.
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TABLES 

Table 1  Study and subject characteristics (total sample size = 702 subjects) 

Data set was cut-off at the 48-month visit (inclusive) for each study. 

Characteristic ADNI-1 ADNI-2 

Sample size 381 321 *3 

Group names (%) ‘Late MCI’ (100) 

‘Early MCI’ (52),  

‘Late MCI’ (48) 

Sex (%) Female (36), Male (64) Female (44), Male (56) 

Baseline age in year, median 

(range) 

75 (55, 89) 72 (55, 90) 

Baseline body mass index in 

kg/m2, median (range) 

26 (18, 41) 27 (17, 51) 

Number of (APOE)-ɛ4 alleles 

(%) 

0 (46), 1 (42), 2 (12) 0 (49), 1 (40), 2 (12) 

Baseline amyloid beta positivity 

(%) *1 

No (2), Yes (2),  

Missing (96) 

No (40), Yes (59), 

Missing (1) 

Baseline LEAPTM ICV-HV in 

cm3, median (range) 

5.1 (3.2, 7.7)  

[Missing for 88 subjects or 23%] 

5.5 (3.1, 8.4)  

[Missing for 62 subjects or 19%] 

Baseline Free SurferTM ICV-HV 

in cm3, median (range) 

7.2 (4.3, 12) 

[Missing for 88 subjects or 23%] 

7.7 (2.0, 12) 

[Missing for 62 subjects or 19%] 

Screening CDR-SB, median 

(range) *2 

1.5 (0.5, 5) 1.5 (0.5, 4.5) 

Screening CDR-SB, mode *2 1.0 0.5 
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Baseline MMSE, median 

(range) 

27 (24, 30) 28 (24, 30) 

Dropout by the 48- month visit 

(%) *4 

No (58), Yes (42) No (77), Yes (23) 

Subject follow-up duration in 

months, median (range) 

36 (5.1, 58) 37 (4.7, 53) 

Proportions not adding up to 100% are due to rounding. *1 Amyloid beta positivity was determined by PET 

imaging; *2 CDR-SB assessment were not performed at time zero or baseline. *3 There were 16 subjects 

who transitioned from ADNI-1 to ADNI-2 and were accounted for in ADNI-1 sample size but not in ADNI-

2 sample size to prevent double counting. Their visits data in ADNI-2 were still included in the analysis 

dataset if they were within the dataset cut-off of up to 48-month visit (time zero is ADNI-1 start); *4 Subjects 

with CDR-SB scores at the 48-month visit were considered completers. Acronyms: ADNI = Alzheimer’s 

Disease Neuroimaging Initiative, CDR-SB = clinical dementia rating scale – sum of boxes, ICV-HV = 

intracranial volume-adjusted hippocampal volume, LEAPTM = Learning Embeddings Atlas Propagation, 

MCI = mild cognitive impairment, MMSE = mini-mental state examination.  
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Table 2 Base and final model parameter estimates 

Estimates are for typical (or “average”) subjects: male, 73-year old, (APOE)-ɛ4 carrier, 27.5-point MMSE, and 5.29 cm3 LEAPTM ICV-HV or 7.54 

cm3 FreeSurferTM ICV-HV. The effect of a covariate change on a parameter estimate assumes that the other covariates are held constant and are at 

the values of a typical subject. 

Parameter Base model 

estimate 

Covariate model estimate 

Statistical approach Frequentist Bayesian 

Estimation method FOCE, Laplace NUTS, Laplace 

Values format Population mean (95% confidence interval*) Median (2.5th, 97.5th) 

ICV-HV algorithm Not applicable LEAPTM FreeSurferTM LEAPTM FreeSurferTM 

CDR-SB Baseline (points) 

0.082 (0.078, 

0.086) 

0.081 (0.077, 

0.084) 

0.081 (0.077, 

0.084) 

0.081 (0.078, 

0.085) 

0.081 (0.077, 

0.085) 

MMSE effect on baseline 

(centered at 27.5 points) 

Not applicable -2.2 (-2.8, -1.6) -2.2 (-2.8, -1.6) -2.2 (-2.8, -1.6) -2.2 (-2.9, -1.6) 

CDR-SB Intrinsic progression 

rate (year-1)  

0.12 (0.098, 0.15) 0.13 (0.096, 0.16) 0.13 (0.1, 0.16) 0.12 (0.088, 0.15) 0.12 (0.089, 0.15) 
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Age effect on rate (centered at 

73 years old) 

Not applicable 1.5 (0.12, 2.8) 0.59 (-0.64, 1.8) 1.5 (0.046, 3) 0.69 (-0.84, 2.2) 

Female sex effect on rate Not applicable 1.3 (1, 1.6) 1.3 (1, 1.6) 1.3 (1, 1.7) 1.3 (0.98, 1.7) 

MMSE effect on rate (centered 

at 27.5 points) 

Not applicable -3.2 (-5, -1.4) -3.3 (-4.8, -1.8) -3.1 (-5.1, -1.2) -3.4 (-5.3, -1.4) 

(APOE)-ɛ4 non-carrier effect 

on rate 

Not applicable 0.6 (0.41, 0.78) 0.6 (0.43, 0.77) 0.6 (0.41, 0.79) 0.61 (0.43, 0.78) 

ICV-HV effect on rate 

(centered at 5.29 cm3 for 

LEAPTM and 7.54 cm3 for 

FreeSurferTM) 

Not applicable -0.81 (-1.1, -0.48) -0.52 (-0.7, -0.35) -0.84 (-1.2, -0.49) -0.56 (-0.77, -0.34) 

Missing ICV-HV effect on rate Not applicable 1.7 (1.2, 2.3) 1.7 (1.1, 2.2) 1.7 (1.1, 2.4) 1.7 (1.1, 2.4) 

Shape factor of the Richards’ 

model 

3.6 (1.2, 6) 3.3 (1.5, 5.1) 3.1 (1.8, 4.3) 4.6 (-0.17, 9.5) 4.4 (-0.86, 9.7) 

Variance of baseline random 

effects 

0.27 (0.23, 0.3) 0.25 (0.21, 0.28) 0.25 (0.21, 0.28) 0.25 (0.21, 0.29) 0.25 (0.21, 0.29) 

Covariance between baseline and 

rate random effects 

0.071 (0.056, 

0.086) 

0.046 (0.033, 

0.059) 

0.045 (0.032, 

0.058) 

0.046 (0.033, 0.06) 

0.046 (0.032, 

0.059) 
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Variance of rate random effects 0.08 (0.065, 0.094) 0.062 (0.05, 0.073) 0.06 (0.049, 0.071) 

0.063 (0.052, 

0.075) 

0.062 (0.05, 0.074) 

Dispersion factor of the beta 

distribution 

57 (54, 60) 57 (54, 60) 57 (53, 60) 57 (54, 60) 57 (54, 60) 

Condition number 4.9 15 14 17 17 

* Confidence intervals are calculated, under the normality assumption, using the asymptotic standard errors provided by NONMEM. Acronyms:  

APOE = Apolipoprotein E gene, CDR-SB = Clinical Dementia Rating Scale Sum of Boxes, FOCE = First-order conditional estimation, ICV-HV = 

intracranial volume-adjusted hippocampal volume, LEAP™ = Learning Embeddings Atlas Propagation, MMSE = mini-mental state examination, 

NUTS = No-U-Turn sampler. 
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Table 3  Interpretation of parameter values, covariates effects, and their relationships1,2 

Parameter Frequentist 

FOCE 

Population 

Estimate 

Transformation or parameter-covariate 

relationship 

Interpretation for the 

population estimate at the 

original scale 

Bayesian 

NUTS  

Median 

estimate (2.5th, 

97.5th) 

Baseline’ 

(points) 

0.081  

Baseline′ × 18 

Where Baseline’ denotes the estimated 

transformed typical baseline CDR-SB of 0.081 

(within the (0, 1) interval); the 18 points denotes 

the highest possible observed CDR-SB score. 

The estimated baseline CDR-

SB score is 1.5 points 

0.081  

(0.078, 0.085) 

MMSE effect 

on baseline 

(centered at 

27.5 points) 

-2.2 Baseline ×  (
MMSE

27.5
)

−2.2

 

A decrease in baseline 

MMSE score from 27.5 to 

26.5 is associated to 

approximately 8% increase in 

baseline CDR-SB score 

-2.2  

(-2.8, -1.6) 
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Intrinsic 

progression rate 

(year-1)  

0.13 

dScorei

dt
= ri  ×  Scorei  

× [1 −  (
Scorei

max (Scorei)
)

β

]  × 18 

 

0.13 ×  0.081 × (1 − 0.0813.3) × 18 

The estimated typical rate of 

change in CDR-SB score is 

0.2 point/year 

0.12  

(0.088, 0.15) 

Age effect on 

rate (centered 

at 73 years old) 

1.5 Rate of change ×  (
Age

73
)

1.5

 

An increase in age from 73 to 

74 years old is associated to 

approximately 2% increase in 

CDR-SB progression rate 

1.5  

(0.046, 3) 

Female sex 

effect on rate 

1.3 Rate of change ×  1.3 

Females have approximately 

30% higher CDR-SB 

progression rate than males 

1.3  

(1, 1.7) 

MMSE effect 

on rate 

(centered at 

27.5 points) 

-3.2 Rate of change ×  (
MMSE

27.5
)

−3.2

 

A decrease in baseline 

MMSE score from 27.5 to 

26.5 is associated to 

approximately 12% increase 

in CDR-SB progression rate 

-3.1  

(-5.1, -1.2) 
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APOE-ɛ4 non-

carrier effect 

on rate 

0.60 Rate of change ×  0.6 

APOE-ɛ4 non-carriers have 

approximately 40% lower 

CDR-SB progression rate 

than carriers 

0.60  

(0.41, 0.79) 

ICV-HV effect 

on rate3 

(centered at 

5.29 cm3) 

-0.81 

Rate of change ×  [1 −  0.81 ×  (ICVHV

− 5.29)] 

Rate of change ×  [1 −  0.52 ×  (ICVHV

− 7.54)] 

A 1-cm3 decrease in baseline 

ICV-HV is associated to 

approximately 81% increase 

in CDR-SB progression rate 

-0.84  

(-1.2, -0.49) 

Missing ICV-

HV effect on 

rate 

1.7 Rate of change ×  1.7 

On average, the group of 

subjects with missing ICV-

HV have approximately 70% 

higher CDR-SB progression 

rate than the subjects with a 

ICV-HV of 5.29 cm3 

1.7  

(1.1, 2.4) 

Shape factor of 

the Richards’ 

model 

3.3 Inflection point =  (
1

1 +  shape
)

1/shape

×  18 

The inflection point of the 

rate of change in CDR-SB is 

4.6  

(-0.17, 9.5) 
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estimated to occur at a score 

of approximately 11.6 points 

Variance of 

baseline random 

effects 

0.25 

Coefficient of variation =  √𝑒0.25 − 1  × 100 

Where log-normally distributed between-subject 

variability was estimated for the baseline scores 

to prevent the prediction of nonsensical scores at 

the subject level. 

The coefficient of variation 

for the baseline CDR-SB 

scores is approximately 53%  

0.25  

(0.21, 0.29) 

Covariance 

between baseline 

and rate random 

effects 

0.046 

Correlation coefficient

=  
0.046

√variance of baseline  ×  √variance of rate
 

The correlation coefficient 

between baseline and rate 

random effects is 0.37 

0.046  

(0.033, 0.06) 

Variance of rate 

random effects 

0.062 

Coefficient of variation

=   
√0.062

intrinsic progression rate

× 100 

The coefficient of variation 

for the CDR-SB intrinsic 

progression rate is 

approximately 196% 

0.063  

(0.052, 0.075) 
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Dispersion factor 

of the beta 

distribution 

57 

Standard deviation =
Score′ ×  (1 − Score′)

57 + 1
 

Where Score’ denotes the expected CDR-SB 

score of the beta distribution within the (0, 1) 

interval. 

At the typical baseline CDR-

SB score, the standard 

deviation of the beta 

distributed residual 

variability is 0.036 points 

57  

(54, 60) 

Condition 

number 

15 Not applicable 

Condition number is the ratio 

of the largest to the smallest 

eigenvalue of the covariance 

matrix and measures ill-

conditioning. There is no 

consensus in the literature of 

what constitutes a large 

condition number. In the 

field of Pharmacometrics, it 

is commonly accepted that a 

condition number exceeding 

1,000 is indicative of severe 

ill-conditioning. 

17 
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1 CDR-SB scores were constrained to an open unit interval (0, 1) for implementation of the beta regression. 

2 Unless otherwise specified, estimates are for typical (or “average”) subjects: male, 73-year old, APOE-ɛ4 carrier, 27.5-point MMSE, and 5.29 cm3 

LEAPTM ICV-HV. The effect of a covariate change on a parameter estimate assumes that the other covariates are held constant and are at the values 

of a typical subject. 

3 Determined by the LEAPTM imaging algorithm. 

Acronyms: APOE = Apolipoprotein E, CDR-SB = Clinical Dementia Rating-Sum of Boxes, FOCE = First-Order Conditional Estimation, ICV-HV 

= Intracranial volume-adjusted hippocampal volume, LEAP™ = Learning Embeddings Atlas Propagation, MMSE = Mini-Mental State Examination, 

NUTS = No-U-Turn Sampler Bayesian estimation. 
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Table 4 Sample sizes to achieve 80% power in simulated placebo-controlled parallel group 

with FreeSurferTM or LEAPTM ICV-HV-enriched and non-enriched clinical trials 

Thresholds for enrichment are illustrative and are with respect to the median baseline ICV-HV value of the 

analysis dataset (~ 5 cm3). The simulations used: (a) the frequentist LEAPTM or FreeSurferTM covariate 

models; (b) a hypothetic drug effect of 50% reduction in the disease progression rate; (c) the developed 

dropout model. Number of simulations was 1,000 for each non-enriched or enriched scenario. 

Clinical trials with: Algorithm Sample size for 

80% power (95% 

CI*) 

Sample size reduction of 

enriched versus non-enriched 

trials (%) (95% CI) 

No enrichment LEAPTM 474 (468, 481) Reference 

Only ICV-HV<97.7th 

(+2SD) subjects 

LEAPTM 469 (459, 479) 1 (-1, 4) 

Only ICV-HV<84.1th 

(+1SD) subjects 

LEAPTM 353 (338, 363) 26 (23, 28) 

Only ICV-HV<50th 

(median) subjects 

LEAPTM 214 (210, 218) 55 (54, 56) 

No enrichment FreeSurferTM 456 (446, 465) Reference 

Only ICV-HV<97.7th 

(+2SD) subjects 

FreeSurferTM 440 (431, 448) 3 (1, 6) 

Only ICV-HV<84.1th 

(+1SD) subjects 

FreeSurferTM 315 (300, 325) 31 (28, 34) 

Only ICV-HV<50th 

(median) subjects 

FreeSurferTM 186 (183, 188) 59 (58, 60) 

* Assumes independence. CI = confidence intervals, ICV-HV = intracranial volume-adjusted hippocampal 

volume, LEAP™ = Learning Embeddings Atlas Propagation, SD = standard deviation. 
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FIGURES

Figure 1 CDR-SB observed scores versus years from study baseline stratified by ICV-HV 
determined by (A) LEAPTM and (B) FreeSurferTM

Thresholds used for ICV-HV stratification are illustrative and correspond to the respective median 

values of the dataset. Acronyms: ADNI = Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative, CDR-SB = 

clinical dementia rating scale – sum of boxes, LEAPTM = Learning Embeddings Atlas Propagation, 

MCI = mild cognitive impairment.

Figure 2 Non-linearity in CDR-SB progression estimated with the Richards model

Data is from subject 888 in the analysis dataset. Open circles are observed scores; solid lines are 

the frequentist LEAP™ covariate model predictions (Section 7.5, Final Model); dashed line is the 

estimated inflection point of 11.6. Acronyms: CDR-SB = clinical dementia rating scale – sum of 

boxes.

Figure 3 Statistical power versus sample size for simulated placebo-controlled parallel 
group enriched and non-enriched clinical trials

(A, B, C) ICV-HV thresholds for enrichment are illustrative. The simulations used: the frequentist 

LEAPTM or FreeSurferTM covariate models as applicable; a hypothetic drug effect of 50% reduction in 

the disease progression rate; the developed dropout model. Number of simulations was 1,000 for 

each non-enriched or enriched scenario. (C) Enrichment scenarios are for LEAPTM ICV-HV, and 

hypothetical new ICV-HV algorithms whose ICV-HV values are correlated with LEAPTM ICV-HV 

[Pearson’s correlation coefficient, R(Pearson), of 0.5, 0.7 or 0.9]. It is assumed that the novel 

algorithm equals the original algorithm plus noise. For each simulation, the noise (k) was randomly 

sampled, , where  was calculated as in Supplementary Information, Equation S16.k ~ N(0,  σk) σk

Acronyms: APOE = Apolipoprotein E gene, ICV-HV = intracranial volume-adjusted hippocampal 

volume, LEAP™ = Learning Embeddings Atlas Propagation, MMSE = mini-mental state examination, 

SD = standard deviation.
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